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AN EBOO K TO H ELP YO U M AR K E T B E T T ER

| ideation and awards
The genesis of a four-part series began over loud music and

watered-down drinks at a House of Blues in Orlando. The editor
of InfoSecurity Professional, the membership magazine Twirling
Tiger Media produces for (ISC)2, was at a networking event when
someone recommended she get in touch with a colleague who’d
just written a book on security awareness training.
It was a topic the magazine had tackled numerous times, and the
editor wasn’t sure where yet another piece on teaching people to
apply better cyber hygiene would fit in a future issue. A year later,
everyone would celebrate the series’ regional and national recognition
for journalism excellence.
Almost every industry has awards programs to acknowledge outstanding craftsmanship, innovation and quality. Twirling Tiger Media and
(ISC)2 have earned such recognition in writing and design for six
consecutive years. It’s impossible to know what will win an industry
award, but our submissions track record is strong. By outlining what
went into a recent, award-winning series, we hope to inspire other
creatives to do their best work—for them and for their clients.
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| collaborate
Never
underestimate
free beer

As previously mentioned, the idea for the series began at a social

event. Magazine editors are always “on” even when off duty. Ideas
do not begin and end during business hours; in fact, that great idea
often arrives at odd hours. The point being: Inspiration can come at
any time. Do not discount an idea just because it developed outside
traditional borders.
The editor was discussing upcoming magazine issues when two
members mentioned that co-worker that might be able to contribute,
based on his field of expertise. Virtual introductions were made, then
a phone call between the author and editor. By then, the editor had
ruminated on possible new angles to a time-worn subject and come
up empty. It wasn’t until the two were actually engaged in conversation that the idea came together for a serial featuring a fictional company that’s just been breached. The would-be author was hesitant;
he’d never done any writing like that. The editor did what all great
editors do: boosted his confidence and, with it, his competence.
They loosely outlined the plot and takeaways for each “episode” and
codified their creation in a signed written agreement with expectations, publishing rights, compensation, word counts and deadlines.
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| hone in
Fixing holes
in early drafts

Even the best writers don’t always nail the first draft. Sometimes they

surpass expectations; sometimes they underdeliver. The first draft for
the first installation came in pretty good shape, but the author had
trouble moderating how much ink to devote to the fictitious story
and conveying lessons and a section he created called “Homework.”
This last element was a nice surprise for the editor—it gave the reader
specific actions to do before the next installment came out in two
months (it’s a bimonthly publication).
Here is where an editor earns his or her salt. A good editor massages
copy to create a work of art with words. It’s done collaboratively and
always with the writer’s permission. Some people care deeply about
what comes after their byline, and a considerate editor respects that
attachment.
Once the two arrived at a satisfactory draft, it was sent along to
another copy team that read the piece for (a) substance and (b) style.
Did the content align with the magazine’s core mission and focus? Did
it comply with the organization’s style guide? Were there knowledge
gaps? Was the voice consistent and appropriate?
With each of the four pieces in the collection, at least four independent
editors combed through copy to make sure everything was copacetic
from their unique perspectives. The final Word doc was then handed
back to the writer for approval. Remember: No author should ever be
blindsided by a piece of published content bearing their name.
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| add visuals
Every picture
should tell
a story

The magazine’s creative director took over from here.

First, she organized an art meeting that included the editor, creative
director, executive publisher, and key members of the (ISC)2 media
and communications teams. Each reads the final drafts and comes
to the meeting with ideas of how to illustrate each piece.
Those ideas are then discussed and refined until everyone is excited
by chosen imagery. In this case, the winning idea was inspired by
newspaper comic series like Brenda Starr and Rex Morgan, M.D. The
series would look like a true serial visually, and underscore that Acme
was fictitious (as if the name wasn’t enough), yet rooted in real-life
breaches the readership feared.
The creative director then worked her network of illustrators and
other visual artists to find the right talent for this particular job.
She outlined the idea, offered samples and then let the illustrator
take it from there. In this instance, the finished product was a
modern, Lichtenstein-inspired spin on old comic strips, complete
with speech bubbles.
That proved the perfect complement to set the tone for what the reader
should expect.

For more graphic design
tips, read our art director’s
blog post, “How to Create
an Award-winning Series
of Articles”
Illustration by Taylor Callery
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| prep for awards
Feedback
means more
than just
nice notes

When submitting a work for consideration, judges want to know

what impact a piece had to elevate its importance among a readership.
Leave a little room in the entry space to quote a complimentary reader
(especially if it’s unsolicited). Also consider including other metrics,
such as downloads or page views to suggest the article was popular.
Was it mentioned or praised on social media? Did it generate a deeper
discussion on other channels?
Not every article carries the same impact, but if you have social proof
that a piece or series did, by all means use it. In this case, we received
a high number of requests to download and share each installment as
the series unfolded. No other piece of content that year got anywhere
near the same traction. That’s when we started to think we might have
a winner.

Why winning matters
There are many benefits
to gaining recognition and
attention by winning an
award for any team and
organization.
• Offers positive exposure
and strengthens a brand
• Shines a light on your
unique capabilities
• Instills pride in your team
• Motivates the team
to innovate
• Creates confidence
and momentum
• Nurtures the sharing
of best practices
Source: https://twirlingtigermedia.com/blog/winning-matters/
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| prep for awards
Read the
fine print
on contest
entries

Make sure you select the most appropriate entry. Every contest has

its own criteria usually outlined to ensure pieces belong in a specific
category. Carefully read how pieces are evaluated and align the
description to make sure judges know it did.
This is critical because judges are looking for a way to reduce the pile
of submissions. Finding entries that don’t follow specific rules is a great
way to toss them guilt-free. It’s also a good idea to have someone on
the team proof an entry before submission; though typos in contest
descriptions aren’t necessarily deal-breakers, they definitely diminish
chances of placing higher than equally good entries without such
mistakes.

Read our case study
“Making a publication
engaging, easily understood
… and award-winning.”
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| prep for awards
Work ahead
and respect
deadlines

It can be easy to put off entering a competition until close to the

deadline, especially if the contest has a history of extensions. But
you shouldn’t count on extra time, if only because late entries carry
higher entry fees.
Map out time to select your best work for the past year and carefully
craft synopses well before the deadline. Think on it, refine if needed.
Grab newer metrics, if they help. And complete forms and payments
well ahead of the due date.
Finally, not all awards programs are the same. If a competition requires
an unusually high entry fee or guarantees a win with a pricey package,
it is not the kind of competition we’ve been discussing in this case
study. The greater the integrity of the evaluation process, the sweeter
the rewards when the notice arrives that you won.
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| about us
Providing
content
creation
services

If you are short on time or in-house talent for creating content worth

reading, Twirling Tiger Media can help—on big or small projects.
Twirling Tiger Media strategizes, writes and designs for all industries
with clarity and impact.
We create advertisements, native articles/sponsored content, blog posts,
case studies, ebooks, magazines, newsletters, media announcements,
success stories, web content, webinar-to-PDF assets, white papers
and more.

More ways to learn
Read our blog ›
Learn how to create fierce
content marketing that brings
in buyers.
Access our
Knowledge Center ›
Learn how to improve your
craft and better position
your organization’s thought
leadership for stronger
audience engagement.
Let’s start a new project
together!
Maureen Joyce, Creative Director
mjoyce@twirlingtigermedia.com
Anne Saita, Editorial Director
asaita@twirlingtigermedia.com
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